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Plumbing: Water meter and valve installation:
Check arrows for direction of flow of both meter and valve.
Install meter horizontally.
Install valve and meter upstream of a pressure release valve.
*****
Meter must be installed into pipe that ONLY supplies geyser with cold water that will be heated.
*****
Place between 0.5m and 1.0m along the pipe from geyser inlet port, just before the geyser.
If you are installing the Aquanet latching valve:
· Turn latching valve to “Open” when only plumbing is done.
· Turn latching valve to “Auto” when electronic controller is installed.
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Electricity: Power (LNE) installation:
Remove mains supply from the geyser’s thermostat.
Use the supplied “twin and earth” cable from the controller to supply the geyser’s thermostat.
Use the electrical supply from the isolation switch to power the controller:
- connect Earth to the left DIN rail connector
- connect Neutral to the second from left DIN rail connector
- connect Live to the right most DIN rail connector (Live-in)
NB: Geyser must be earthed again.
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Sensors installation:
Use self-fusing silicone tape to strap temperature sensors flat part down to the piping – ensure
secure attachment.
Strap “Inlet” temperature to the inlet pipe, near the water meter.
Strap “Outlet far” about 1m along pipe from outlet – if supplied.
Strap “Outlet near” onto the outlet as close as possible to the geyser.
Allow “Ambient” temperature sensor to hang exposed, not touching anything.
Secure flow meter probe to water meter with screw (connects to “Flow2” or “Hot” on PCB)
Allow white flex to lie in drip try and ensure they are not connected (connects to “Drip” on PCB).
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